Vaakhyam
An individual has 8 dimensions of data/information – Personal (Self), Family, Health, Finance, Property, Leisure, Profession and
Learning. Typically a person keeps these information pieces on a variety of media – paper, files, spreadsheets, etc.
Vaakhyam covers the complete gamut of Personal data, with a suite of Mobile Apps for the Individual. Vaakhyam is positioned
as an Individual’s Digital Assistant, providing his/her personal data & information at anytime.
Vaakhyam Apps are Private, local, secure & complete. The data rests in the Smartphone only, at all times. Apps can be used
without SIM, WiFi or Internet. The data is not kept at any website. This is a major benefit to individuals, from the privacy angle.
However, Access to Vaakhyam Help requires internet. The Apps run on android only, for now.
MyCash is a easy-to-use Android Mobile App to manage the receipts and payments of an individual. Record cash
or bank receipts and payments as and when it happens. Useful for individuals to track their Receipts/Payments,
the fast and smart way.

MyHome App is useful to keep track of all home aspects - family, house, utilities, bills and more. An Individual
can maintains all data about his/her home in an organized manner. Contact details of your Relatives, Friends and
Neighbours can be stored in MyHome.

MyDocs is an Android Mobile App to manage Personal and Family documents/IDs in an organized manner. Store
details of documents & IDs such as Passport, Driving License, Educational Certificates, Professional Certificates,
PAN, Aadhaar, SSN, Election Card, etc. A copy of the documents or IDs can also be attached against the
individual’s name.
MyClass App is for students to track their studies and college/school activities in an organized manner. Students
can record the Test & Exam schedules and the results. A student can maintain subject wise marks scored during
each test/exam for an academic year.

MyHealth App helps to keep track the family’s Medical History, Illness, Prescription, Vaccination, Regular Tests &
Medication, Hospitalization details, Medical Checkups, etc. It is convenient to store the results of regular tests
like Blood Pressure, Blood Sugar, Cholesterol and Weight.

MyFarm App is for managing the various activities in a Farm. MyFram covers all cultivation activities right from
preparation of the land for sowing to harvesting. The farmer can also maintain stock of fertilizers, pesticides,
seeds and farm produce. MyFarm works out the profit earned by the farmer for each crop/season.
MySales is a Sales Management App to track an individual’s Sales Activities and Sales to a customer. MySales can
be used to record the details of the sales activities and keep track on the follow up action to be taken. MySales
can be used for both Products and Services.
MyClinic is a Clinic Management App for medical practitioners. MyClinic helps medical practitioners and doctors
to manage the patient’s medical history, medical consultation, prescription, laboratory tests, record
appointments for the day and also track income from consultation.
MyAssets App is used to manage an individual’s personal Assets and Liabilities in an organized manner. MyAssets
can be used to store the details of assets like Land & Building, Estates, Farmlands, Gold & Jewellery and
Investments. Details of Loans & Advances too can be stored.

MyTrip App is useful to organize a Trip with family or friends. MyTrip consists of a Trip Planner where details of
the trip like Place, Date of Journey, Total Days, members for a trip, etc are recorded. MyTrip can be used to plan
the budget for a trip for each expense head and to record the itinerary for the trip.
Vaakhyam provides a suite of Apps, to manage an individual’s data and information needs in a comprehensive manner.
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